Jordan, Polutchko High With 14

Hockey Season Begins

SAE, Theta Chi, Football Favorites; Early Badminton Tourney Scores

Unbeaten, united SAE is a strong favorite to clinch its third straight

unbeaten football title this Sunday, as they face the twice beaten Betas

with comparative scores giving a

I happened their season by downing once

I

G. Baker House 6-0, and the last

in chief of the "L.S.U. Engineer," local president of Tau Beta Pi, and

in engineering, and is now doing plant-ambiance work

in the technical section at Victoria.

YES, Orion, we certainly do! We've employed quite a

forsake to Barton House.

Badminton Results

First round badminton scores went as follows: Grad House 5-Lambda Chi Alpha 0; Kent Gamma 4-SAE 1; Beta 5-Sigma Alpha Mu 0; DU 5-

Phi Sigma Kappa 0; Sigma Nu forfeit over Theta Delta Chi; Sigma Chi 5-

Phi Kappa Sigma 0; Sigma Chi 5-

Phi Gamma 2; Delta Theta 3-Top 2; Kappa Sigma 3-Theta Chi 2; ATO forfeit over DKE; Student House 4-

Sig Ep 1; and Baker House 2-Theta Delta Chi. Badminton and bowling results will be available in next week's paper.

On Deck

Today — Hockey vs. Northeastern

(Home) — 7:00

Tomorrow — Basketball at Amherst — 8:15

Varsity and Frosh Wrestling at Tufts — 8:00

Swimming at Babson — 2:00

Rifle at Dartmouth — 1:00

Sunday — Intramural Basketball Finals

SAE vs. Betas — 1:45

Theta Chi—Phi Gam — 1:45

BASKETBALL

(Continued from page 1)

to open the lead to 40-29 at the half.

Coach John Burke started his tallest

squad at the start of the second period, with Stan Shilensky '57, teaming with

Jordan, Polutchko, Fikes, and Baker-

chock, Frank fought its way back into

same, however, with Paul Repetto

leading the attack with ten points in

the first five minutes as the lead drop-

ped 42-29. Paul Repetto hit a long

hit, but Clark came fighting back to

bring it to within 42-41 before Tech

found itself for five successive field

goals, sparked by a long one hander

dropping by senior Murray Hurovsky. Repetto added two more moves on

Tech's board, but Polutchko hit on a

one on one header, Paul Larson '58

scored a long set and Polutchko grabbed the last two points

27 seconds before the end of the game.

Shooting Average

Bennett High

Repetto led the Clark's attack with

23 points, followed by Eli Gibbons

with 16 and Steve Johnson with 16,

as Jack of both hort the Worcester

five. MIT cake of a little from its

50% shooting average of the Trinity

game, but still hit on 33 for a

for a .419 record. Coach John

Burke got the most from his team by

freely and keeping a

first team in that managed to even

give a and pull a few

Fresh Top IV's

In the varsity game, the MIT

fresh team overrun a four point

Tech JV half time lead to record their

first straight second half win by a

48-25 margin. The varsity travels to

Amherst Thursday, seeking to

per last year's upset win over the

Jocks who compiled a 15-5 overall

record, but lost a late game this year

to Yale by a decisive margin. Next

game for the "Bucksmen" will be

next Wednesday against U.N.H.,

while Springfield comes in for the

only home Saturday night game of

the year on the Ellsworth.

Varsity box scores:

MIT

Crocker — 7

Repetto 15

Jordan, Polutchko 23

Bennett High

Clark — 70

Repetto 23

Jordan, Polutchko 16

Bennett High
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Does Du Pont hire men who have

further military commitments?

Don Sutherland answers:

Donald G. Sutherland graduated from Virginia Polytechnic

in 1950 and earned an M.S. degree in chemical engineering and an

H.O.T. certificate. He was hired by Du Pont's plant at

Virginia, Texas. After two years in the service, Don returned to

his career in engineering, and is now doing plant-ambiance work

in the technical section at Victoria.

羁, orphan, we definitely do! We've employed quite a

number of college graduates with definite military commitments, even when we knew they could work no

more than a few weeks before reporting for duty. Take

my own case. I was hired in November of 1953 and

served in the service for two or

more years. He received an extra two months' salary. If he

goes into the service for six months, he's paid a half

month's salary. When he's entitled to a vacation but

doesn't have time to take it before leaving, Du Pont

gives him equivalent pay instead.

Even if present employment is impossible, Orion, we

definitely recommend your talking with Du Pont's

representatives as well as those of other companies. The very

least you'll gain will be valuable background and some

contacts of real benefit to you when you leave military service.

Does Du Pont hire men who have

further military commitments?

Orion A. Ritter, Jr., expects to receive his B.S. in chemical engineer-

ing from Louisiana State University in June 1957. He's now editor-

in-chief of the "L.S.U. Engineer," local president of Tau Beta Pi, and

senior member of the Honor Council of his university. Orion's ques-

tion is one of many men planning a technical career.

Gawd things for better living...infodog chemistry

Watch "Our Daily Theater" on Allemand